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ABSTRACT
Viruses have to exploit host transcription and translation mechanisms to replicate in a hostile
host cellular environment, and therefore, it is likely that the infected host may impose pres-
sure on viral evolution. In this study, we investigated differences in codon usage preferences
among the highly mutable single strain RNA viruses which infect vertebrate or invertebrate
hosts, respectively. We incorporate principal component analysis (PCA) and k-mean methods
to clustering viruses infected with different type of hosts. The relative synonymous codon
usage (RSCU) indices of all genes in 32 RNA viruses were calculated, and the correlation of the
RSCU indices among different viruses was analyzed by the PCA. Our results show a positive
correlation in codon usage preferences among viruses that target the same host category.
Results of k-means clustering analysis further confirmed the statistical significance of this
study, demonstrating that viruses infecting vertebrate hosts have different codon usage
preferences to those of invertebrate viruses. Based on the analysis of the effective number of
codons (ENC) in relation to the GC-content at the synonymous third codon position (GC3s),
we further identified that mutational pressure was the dominant evolution driving force in
making the different codon usage preferences. This study suggests a new and effective way to
characterize host-dependent RNA viruses based on the codon usage pattern.
Key words: codon usage bias, k-means clustering, principal component analysis, RNA viruses,
RSCU.
1. INTRODUCTION
Codon usage preference refers to the bias shown by different organisms and by different genes in thecodon choices among a synonymous group of codons that all code the same amino acid (Andersson and
Kurland, 1990; Kurland, 1993). A consistency of codon choices and the fact that highly expressed genes have
stronger selective preferences was first observed in bacteria (Gouy and Gautier, 1982; Grantham et al., 1980).
Subsequently, species-specific codon usage preferences were identified in many other organisms, including
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yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) (Bennetzen and Hall, 1982; Sharp et al., 1986), worm (Caenorhabditis
elegans) (Stenico et al., 1994), plant (Arabidopsis thaliana) (Chiapello et al., 1998), fruit fly (Drosophila
melanogaster), and human (Sharp et al., 1988). Moreover, closely related organisms have more similar
patterns of codon usage; for example, the codon usage preferences in Salmonella typhimurium closely
resemble those in Escherichia coli, while those of all mammalian species and human are similar (Sharp et al.,
1988).
The diverse codon usage preferences may arise from translation selection as the populations of iso-
accepting tRNA contents vary in different organisms and tissues (Ikemura, 1985; Dittmar, 2006). Alter-
natively, mutational pressures have been shown to play dominant roles in codon selection in mammalian
genomes (Francino and Ochman, 1999; Karlin and Mrazek, 1996). According to the latter scenario, the GC
content at a chromosomal location shapes the codon usage preferences at that location. A gene located at
GC rich regions preferentially utilizes GC ending codons, so the codon usage bias is mainly determined by
mutation pressure. Codon usage and genome GC content are highly correlated when synonymous codons is
closely correlated with the GC compositions on the three codon position (Mooers and holmes, 2000). In
vertebrate DNA viruses mutation pressure rather than translation selection explains virus codon usage
(Shackelton et al., 2006; Tao et al., 2009). The relationship between codon usage and tRNA availability
was identified in bovine papillomavirus type 1 late gene (Zhou et al., 1999). The classical swine fever virus
has shown the correlation between base composition and codon usage bias suggested that mutation pressure
is a main factor in shaping codon usage (Tao et al., 2009). In general, choice of synonymous codons in
unicellular organisms appears to be mainly determined by tRNA availability and other factors related to
translational efficiency. In the multicellular organisms, different cells produce different proteins, so the
simple relationship between tRNA abundance and codon usage preference is unexpected.
Previous studies of codon usage have focused on understanding the general cause of codon choices, and
on using codon usage preference as an indicator of genome evolution (Karlin and Mrazek, 1996; Mooers
and Holmes, 2000). The analysis or comparison of codon usage preferences in viral genomes has been
investigated less extensively. Viruses are intracellular pathogens, so they have to exploit and co-evolve
with host molecular mechanisms to prosper in a hostile cellular environment. It has been shown that
papillomavirus capsid protein expression level depends on the match between the codon usage and tRNA
availability in the host cells (Lukashov and Goudsmit, 2001). A study of flavivirus genomes also showed
that tick-borne and mosquito-borne viruses have different base compositions and codon usage preferences
( Jenkins et al., 2001). Another study of the codon usage pattern of human immunodeficiency virus type 1
(HIV-1) reported that the HIV-1 within a host changes codon usage patterns to more closely resemble
human codon usage patterns (Meintjes and Rodrigo, 2005). Moreover, a survey of codon usage preference
in human RNA viruses demonstrated that little variation exists among different genes and different viruses
which targeting all to human ( Jenkins and Holmes, 2003). These earlier results indicate that the codon
usage preference of viruses do co-evolve with the host and viruses likely share similar codon usage bias to
those of their hosts. Thus, these studies raise the possibility that the codon usage preference of a virus may
be used as an indicator of its host categories.
Nevertheless, analysis of codon usage preferences among a number of species is complicated by the fact
that there are 64 codons for 20 amino acids, and a vast number of genes in a single species. Earlier reports
usually simplified the analysis by calculating only the preferences for specific nucleotides. For example, it
has been shown that the HIV has a marked codon usage preference for the A nucleotide (van Hemert and
Berkhout, 1995); pneumoviruses overall have less GC content (Pringle and Easton, 1997); and all RNA
viruses are deficient in the dinucleotide CpG (Karlin et al., 1994). In this study, we calculated the relative
synonymous codon usage (RSCU) index for each viral genome (Sharp et al., 1986). The RSCU indices of
different viruses were then tabulated and analyzed by principal component analysis (PCA) (Hotelling,
1933). RSCU values reflect the preference for the use of a specific codon among other synonymous codons
and have been used to analyze the codon usage preferences in influenza viruses (Zhou et al., 2005), HIV
(Meintjes and Rodrigo, 2005), flaviviruses ( Jenkins and Holmes, 2003), coronaviruses (Gu et al., 2004),
Mimivirus (Sau et al., 2006), and bocavirus (Zhao et al., 2008). PCA, on the other hand, is a multivariate
analysis method frequently used to highlight the similarities and differences of multivariate data (Hotelling,
1933).
Since RNA viruses are highly mutable, allowing for great adaptability and rapid evolution of RNA
genomes (Steinhauer and Holland, 1987), we selected 17 vertebrate and 15 invertebrate RNA viruses for
this study (Table 1). RSCU indices of these 32 viruses were calculated and analyzed by PCA and k-means









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































clustering methods. We found that a positive correlation in codon usage preference does exist between
viruses targeting different category of hosts. Our results provide a line of evidence for the related pref-
erence in codon usages of hosts and viruses and suggest the efficacy of codon usage preference as a method
to identify the host category of a virus.
2. METHODS
2.1. Genome sequences and the relative synonymous codon usage
The genomic sequences of the 32 RNA viruses were selected from GenBank. Genes with overlapping
reading frame being removed in our analysis. Virus sequence numbers for all of the viruses used in this
study are listed in Table 1. These viruses were from different virus families with various sequence com-
positions, and thus they are not closely related with each other.
The use of RSCU index instead of simply counting the codon numbers has the advantage to avoid amino





where Xi is the usage number of the i
th codon for a given amino acid;
P
XI is the sum of the usage number
for all the synonymous codons of the same amino acid; and n is the number of synonymous codons for that
amino acid (Sharp et al., 1986). A 3259 matrix was constructed with 59 columns of RSCU index for each
codon and 32 rows of virus species (Supplementary Material 1) (see online Supplementary Material at
www.liebertonline.com).
2.2. Principal component analysis method
PCA is an orthogonal linear transformation that transforms the original data set into a new coordinate
system. The greatest variance represented by any projection of the data comes to lie on the first coordinate, so-
called the first principal component (PC), the second greatest variance on the second PC, and so on. One can
use a few PCs to represent the data instead of the large number of original variables (in this case, 59
variables). PCA implementation was divided into several steps. First, a zero-mean 3259 RSCU data matrix
was constructed. Of all the 32 rows, each row denoted the codon usage pattern of a specific virus, manifested
by its RSCU index, for a virus listed in Table 1. Second, the covariance matrix was calculated with the ijth
entries representing the covariance between the ith and jth codon. Third, the 59 eigenvalues and corresponding
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix were computed. The second and third steps were executed using
MATLAB 7.0 (The MathWorks, Inc., Framingham, MA). Finally, the 59 uncorrelated PCs were determined
and listed in descending order, with the PC containing the highest amount of data matrix variation listed first
(Supplementary Material 2) (see online Supplementary Material at www.liebertonline.com).
2.3. Cluster analysis
The PCA results were subsequently analyzed by k-mean clustering method. K-mean clustering algorithm
was used to classify or to group data based on attributes or features into K groups. Clustering is done by
minimizing the distances between data and the corresponding cluster center, making each cluster as close to
each other as possible and far from data points in other clusters as possible. This algorithm uses iterative
process over all K clusters. In this study, K¼ 2, i.e., vertebrate versus invertebrate host RNA viruses. The
initial K centroids are randomly selected. In the first step, continuing reassigning data points to the nearest
cluster centroid and recalculation the cluster centroids. Then again, the new data cluster will be reassigned
based on the sum of their distances to the centroid. This iteration procedure stops when no new clustering
events occurred.
2.4. Base compositional analysis
In order to determine the dominant driving force in shaping codon usage bias, the effective number of
codons (ENC) and the GC-content at the synonymous third codon position (GC3s) were calculated and
plotted (Wright, 1990). ENC is a general measurement of codon usage bias. Values range between 20 (only
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FIG. 1. Principal components (PCs) and variances explained in the analysis of the 59 relative synonymous codon
usage (RSCU) indices. The first 10 PC vectors are listed on the right with the eigenvalue, variance explained (%), and
accumulated variance (%). The plot on the left shows that the first three PCs have explained more than 70% of the
variance of the original data.
FIG. 2. Principal component analysis (PCA) plot for analysis of the relative synonymous codon usage (RSCU)
indices of 32 RNA viruses. The PCA scores of the 32 viruses were plotted in a three-dimensional coordinate system
using the first three principal component vectors as axes. The human epidemic vertebrate host RNA viruses (cross) and
invertebrate RNA viruses (circle) are distinctively clustered into two different regions. The K-means clustering results
were mapped onto the figure, displaying in dark- and light-shaded area.
one codon used by each amino acid) and 61 (except three stop codons, the remaining 61 out of 64 codons
are used equally). If the sequence compositional constrain is the dominant driving force in shaping codon
usage preference, all data points would lie on or below the expected curve.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Codon usage preferences of 32 RNA viruses
The genomic sequences of 32 RNA viruses (Table 1) were downloaded from NCBI GenBank. Seventeen
of the 32 RNA viruses were genetically and ecologically diverse human epidemic RNA viruses ( Jenkins
and Holmes, 2003). The remaining 15 were invertebrate-host RNA viruses of Nodaviridae, Dicistroviridae,
and Tetraviridae. The genomic sequences of these RNA viruses were downloaded from the taxonomic
database provided by the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (Büchen-Osmond, 2003). The
human epidemic vertebrate host viruses were allotted a number of 1–17, whereas the invertebrate host
viruses were allotted a number 18–32.
The coding regions of each viral genome were extracted and the RSCU index was calculated (Sharp
et al., 1986). The RSCU index reflects the relative usage preference for a specific codon. The RSCU values
larger than 1.0 indicate that a codon is favored over other synonymous codons; RSCU values of less than
1.0 indicate an unfavored codon; and RSCU values of exactly 1.0 indicate no preference. Because me-
thionine and tryptophan are only associated with one single codon together with the three stop codons, were
excluded from the analysis. A final 3259 matrix was then constructed, in which the 59 columns listed
the RSCU index for each codon and the 32 rows tabulated the different virus species (Supplementary
Material 1) (see online Supplementary Material at www.liebertonline.com).
3.2. Identification of similarities and differences in codon usage preferences by PCA
To explore the codon usage pattern differences among these RNA viruses, the 3259 RSCU matrix was
processed by PCA to calculate the PCs in order to highlight the similarities and differences in codon usages.
PCA is a classical data analysis method that identifies patterns and explores similarities and differences in a
multivariate data set. Figure 1 shows the trend of the first 10 PCs. The first PC explained 46.83% of the
variance among the 59 RSCU indices. The first two PCs accounted for 63.96% of the variance and the first
three PCs accounted for 70.43% of the variance in codon usage. The variances of the total of 59 PCs
generated from PCA are listed in Supplementary Material 2 (see online Supplementary Material at
www.liebertonline.com).
Figure 2 is the three-dimensional PCA plot using the first three PCs of these 32 viruses as axes (the
corresponding PCA coordinates are listed in Supplementary Material 3) (see Supplementary Material at
www.liebertonline.com). This PCA score diagram showed that the vertebrate host viruses and invertebrate
host viruses were clustered into two separate regions. All vertebrate-infected viruses displayed negative
values on the second PC axes. The invertebrate-infected viruses were clustered in a region with positive
values on the second PC axis.
K-mean clustering method was used to determine the statistical significance of the PCA results. K-mean
results indicated that the 32 viruses can be distinctly clustered into two groups, vertebrate-host viruses, and
invertebrate-host viruses, as shown in Figure 2. These results showed that the codon usage preference
categorized by the first three PCs of PCA possessed sufficient information to differentiate RNA viruses that
affect vertebrate hosts and invertebrate hosts, respectively.
3.3. Mutational pressures play a dominant role in shaping codon
usage preferences of RNA viruses
To evaluate the dominant factor in shaping the codon usage preferences among the examined RNA
viruses, we calculated the ENC in relation to the GC-content at the GC3s (Wright, 1990). ENC is an
indicator for the extent of codon preference, ranging from 20 (maximum bias, only one codon used for each
amino acid) to 61 (no bias, all synonymous codons are equally used for each amino acid). GC3s, on the
other hand, is an indicator of sequence composition bias, ranging from 0% (no G or C at the third codon
position) to 100% (only G or C is found at the third codon position). ENC versus GC3s plot reveals the
influence of base composition constraints imposed on codon usage preferences.
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As shown in Figure 3, the ENC values of the vertebrate-host viruses are more closely grouped together as
compared to those of invertebrate viruses. Also, the GC3s of the invertebrate-host RNA viruses spanned a
twice wider range, from 20.7% to 59.6%, as opposed to the GC3s of the vertebrate-host RNA viruses of
25.2% to 46.5%. The plotted reference curve in Figure 3 shows the expected ENC value with respect to
GC3s when only the sequence compositional constraints account for the codon usage preferences.
4. DISCUSSION
We have used PCA method to analyze codon usage preference among vertebrate and invertebrate RNA
viruses. PCA method is known for reducing vector space dimensions and to locate PCs that best represent
the differences in a multivariate data set. With PCA, our results showed more than 70% of the variances of
the 59 codon variables have been adequately represented by the first three PCs (Fig. 1). The PCA plot of the
32 RNA viruses (Fig. 2) showed the host-dependent RNA viruses being categorized into two distinct
groups, indicating these viruses bear different codon usage preferences and the difference can be used to
distinguish their host-dependency. Such clustering result has also been confirmed by the k-mean clustering
method.
It is important to identify the determinants of codon choices in order to obtain a better understanding of
viral evolution. Based on the ENC-GC3 plot (Fig. 3), the closely grouped and sparsely distributed ENC
values and GC3s for the respective vertebrate-host and invertebrate-host RNA viruses suggest that the
vertebrate-host viruses share similar codon usage preference than those invertebrate-host counterparts.
Previous studies on human RNA viruses ( Jenkins and Holmes, 2003) and Flavivirus ( Jenkins et al., 2001)
FIG. 3. Distribution of the effective number of codons (ENC) in relation to the GC-content at the synonymous third
codon position (GC3s) of the 32 RNA viruses. The curve indicates the expected ENC with respect to GC3s when only
the sequence compositional constraints account for the codon usage preferences.
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reported that mutation pressure is an important determinant of the codon bias observed. However, their
results showed that weak translational selection may also have some influence in shaping codon usage bias.
Because the ENCs of both the vertebrate-host or invertebrate-host RNA viruses are located under or on the
expected curve, their codon usage preferences are presumably resulted from mutational pressures (Francino
and Ochman, 1999).
Future studies would be necessary to further characterize the relationship of codon choices between hosts
and viruses. For example, the analysis of codon usage preferences for the viruses from the same family, but
targeting different hosts, may better reveal the influences of a host imposed onto a virus; the analysis of
codon usage difference between viral structural and non-structural genes, or between highly expressed and
lowly expressed genes may clarify the roles of translation and mutation pressures on codon choices.
Moreover, microarray analysis on tRNA isoacceptors have identified not only a large diversity of tRNA
genes, and also that the amounts of tRNA within the total cellular RNA vary widely among different human
tissues (Goodenbour and Pan, 2006; Dittmar et al., 2006). Therefore, the studies of codon usage bias for the
viruses targeting different human tissues may further enlighten the role of host tRNA levels imposed on
viral genomic evolution. This study thus paves a way for the analysis of the genomic codon usage
preferences among different viruses and hosts.
In conclusion, the PCA results show RNA viruses targeting vertebrate hosts share similar codon usage
preferences, which are distinct from those of RNA viruses targeting invertebrate hosts. The ENC-GC3 plot
demonstrates codon usage preferences in the studied RNA viruses may likely be influenced by their host
species by mutational pressures.
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